TR 11FOW John Fowler & Co. (Leeds) Ltd. Deposit Eleven

TR 11FOW P Publications, promotions and advertising records
TR 11FOW P2/B Other firms’ individual advertising and servicing publications
TR 11FOW P2/A1 Fowler Cultivating Machinery
   Section A1 General Information
   28 pages
TR 11FOW P2/A2 Fowler Cultivating Machinery
   Section J1 Ploughs
   28 pages
TR 11FOW P2/A3 Fowler Cultivating Machinery
   Section K1 Turning cultivators
   12 pages

TR 11FOW PH Photographic records

TR 11FOW PH6 Films
TR 11FOW PH6/1 Fowler : The Fowler Gyrotiller at Work Near Leeds
   3mins, 300ft
TR 11FOW PH6/2 Fowler : Fowler Cable Cultivating Machinery
   8mins 40secs, 845ft
TR 11FOW PH6/3  Fowler : Combination Steam Harrow and Crosskill Roller

54secs, 100ft

TR 11FOW PH6/4  Fowler : Steam and Motor Cultivating Machinery

6mins 50secs, 655ft

TR 11FOW PH6/5  Fowler : The Fowler Gyrotiller at Work Near Leeds

3mins 5secs, 120ft

TR 11FOW PH6/6  Fowler : Fowler Cable Cultivating Machinery

8mins 40secs, 330ft

TR 11FOW PH6/7  Fowler : Combination Steam Harrow and Crosskill Roller

54secs, 40ft

TR 11FOW PH6/8  Fowler : Steam and Motor Cultivating Machinery

6mins 50secs, 262ft